The Munchkin 5 Message

Alouette Article
Week 2

June 26 - June 30

Dear Parents
This week, the great outdoors beckoned all Munchkins! Every day during morning line
up all Munchkin groups sang “3 Little Monkeys”. At Arts & Crafts, we decorated some
beautiful Tamarak trees and created some ferocious looking lions. During golf with
Fitz, we practiced our chipping, driving and putting, and at Challenge with Brendan,
your Turtles had the chance to display some incredible feats of strength by grappling
across the climbing wall. Faith led us in a thrilling games of guess the animal and
“Brown bear, brown bear”; while Marci and Andy helped your Super Sea Turtles find
their wilder side by teaching us to sing “There was a Crocodile . . .”, “Alice the Camel”,
and a special safari themed version of “Guess What I Am”. On Friday we went looking
for some elusive animals that were hiding out and scattered around camp during the
amazing Tamarak jungle hunt.
We’re looking forward to another amazing week here at Tamarak! Have a fantastic
weekend!
Oliver, Emily, Maryam, Shannon and Chad

HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR WEEK
 Reading stories and learning pool safety with
our incredible lifeguard Sarah.
 Playing games with our A girl and boy mentors
on the athletic field.
 Taking part in the “Great Tamarak Jungle
Hunt”.
 “Fishing” for ice cubes during science with
Victoria.

REMINDERS
 Monday July 3rd and Friday July 7th Remember to
wear red, white and blue.
 Please send your camper with a bag to camp
every day.
 Bathing suits will be sent home on Friday to be
washed. Please send them back to camp on
Monday.
 Tamarak Idol is Friday, July 7th. Camp is closed to
visits until 11:30 that day.

If you have any questions, please call the Camp Office at 847-634-3168
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